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Implement Smart Sensors with Wireless Communication Protocols and Embedded
Microcontrollers in a Capstone Project Design
Introduction
Wireless communication has become popular and widely used in our daily lives. Their
applications are: Cellular Wireless for telephone systems, data collection, voice communication,
and other mobile or extremely remote devices, Bluetooth for low-power applications in short
range and moderate date bandwidth, Proprietary ISM (industrial, scientific, medical) protocols
used in open frequency bands from 260 to 470 MHz, 902 to 928 MHz, and 2.4GHz, 802.11/WiFi
in wireless data communications, 802.15/ZigBee for mesh networks of sensors and controllers,
and Z-Wave for low speed wireless protocol of home electronics devices to intercommunicate
using reliable protocol that easily travels through walls, floors, and cabinets1.
Sensors with embedded intelligence and integrated with cost effective wireless protocols
have been recognized as smart sensors in many applications, such as smart home appliances,
home automation, green technology in energy conservation and harvesting, and remote data
logging etc2. This application project is implemented in the classification between Proprietary
ISM, ZigBee, and Z-Wave wireless applications. It is built based on the MRF24J40MA (2.4GHz
RF modules) that follows the IEEE 802.15.4TM-2003 rules7, standards, and software protocols
designs with SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface)9 interfacing to a PIC16F877A microcontroller. The
project uses three 2.4 GHz RF modules (MRF24J40MA), and three PIC16F877A units hosted in
three previously developed low cost PIC microcontroller training systems3. The sensor stations
are designed as Slave units and responsible for conditioning and reporting temperature, humidity,
and atmospheric pressure. The control unit is categorized as a Master station and responsible for
interacting with user/host to decide when, where, and how to report the data to the inquiries. In
addition to sensors on the Slaves station, there are assistances from real time clock and external
serial EEPROM devices to provide time stamped real time data for future inquiry from the
Master. All the communications between the Master and multiple Slaves are through wireless RF
signals with customized software protocol designs4.
Review of Smart Sensor Applications
The sensors are essential elements in many control system applications. They have been
used almost anywhere in the past. Many of the applications are made through wires between the
sensors and control element/module. These are either passive or active devices that have no
intelligence but provide either resistance, voltage, or current signals per sensing conditions and
most of them require conditioning circuits to deliver the needed signals. Thanks to the wireless
and digital technologies, those sensors can now become intelligent with the assistance of
microcontroller in an embedded system design. The smart sensor applications have become a
new trend of design in product development. There are different standards such as Cellular,
Bluetooth, Proprietary ISM, WiFi, ZigBee, Z-Wire, etc. in an embedded smart sensor design to
meet the application objectives that are based on the power consumption, communication range,
data rate, reliability, and cost. Table 1 presents these comparisons1.
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The Implementation of the Sensors with MRF24J40MA Modules
The MRF24J40MA is a transceiver that runs on 2.4 GHz license free radio frequency5, a
product manufactured by Microchip Inc. that follows the IEEE 802.15.4 standard7. The price of
the module is at $9.95 in a single quantity. It has low current consumption – at TX 23mA - RX

19mA - Sleep mode of 2µA, Hardware CSMA-CA Mechanism, Automatic ACK response
Hardware security engine for AES-128 with CTR, CCM, and CBC-MAC modes with Automatic
packet retransmit8. This module includes everything needed to perform 2.4 GHz wireless
transmitter and receiver functions with a choice of 16 different channels and provides several
ready available features, such as an antenna, resonator, Slave SPI interface, interrupt driven
power saving mode, and operates on 3.3VDC power source8. It is packaged in a 12-pin interface
module. All the user needs to do is provide a 3.3-volt supply and address the module with SPI
protocols. This article demonstrates the use of the PIC training system, a system designed and
built by a previous funded project for distance and on-campus teaching and learning3, with a
built-in plug for the required power and SPI interface communication9. The designs are based on
prior developed wireless communication protocols4 following the IEEE 802.15.4 standards
between one Master module and two Slave modules on three PIC training systems hosting three
PIC16F877A PICs as the main MCUs (MicroController Units)10 that monitor three different
sensor elements: (1) temperature, (2) pressure, and (3) humidity with a serial real time clock chip
(RTC)12 and data logged in an external EEPROM13.
Wireless
Standard
Cellular

Power
High

Range
(meter)
1-100m

Bluetooth
Proprietary
ISM
802.11/WiFi

Medium
Varies

Varies

Medium

802.15/ZigBee
Z-Wave

Low
Low

100mSeveral Km
10-100m
15-150m

Data Rate
(bit per second)
14.4Kbps3.6Mbps
1-3Mbps
Varies

Data
Reliability
High

Cost
High

High
Varies

Medium
Varies

10-100+ Mbps

High

Medium

20-250 Kbps
9.6-40 Kbps

Medium
Medium

Low
Low

Table 1. The Comparison of Wireless Standards
The Master station has a LCD module and a 3*4 matrix keypad and responsible for user
interaction interface for the logged data by the Slave. The two Slaves sensor stations are the
remote units that are solely monitoring the temperature, pressure, and humidity with the date and
time stamped in the external EEPROM. All communications/interfaces between the modules in
the training systems are based on the SPI standard9. The wireless communications made between
a Master and two Slaves are implemented with the MRF24J40MA transceivers. Photos 1 and 2
demonstrate the setup of the Master and Slave sensor stations.
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The Hardware Design of Smart Sensor Applications
The hardware designs use three PIC 16F877A microcontrollers and three MRF24J40MA
RF modules hosted in three PIC training systems4 that was designed and developed by the author
in a previous project. Data from the remote sensor units can be gathered and transmitted
wirelessly then displayed on a LCD in a base control unit. Two different types of units are setup
in this project: (1) a Master that is responsible for the interface between the user and system
inquiring and responding via keypad and LCD input and output displaying, (2) two Slave units to
communicate with the Master control unit. Each of the Slave trainers is identically wired. The
only difference is the PANID and addresses that is manipulated with software. The LCD is used
to indicate the received data that the Master transmits. There is no need of the keypad and LCD
on the Slaves, as only the Master interfaces with the user.

MRF24J40MA
2.4GHz
Transceiver

Mastelj

DS2305
RTC

74164
Shift
Register

3*4
Matrix
Keypad

20*2
LCD
Module

Photo 1. Master Station Trainer Board Setup
LM-34 oF
Sensor

MRF24J40MA
2.4GHz
Transceiver

MS5801-01BA
Altimeter
Module
25LC256
32K E2

DS1305
RTC
HM1500LF
Humidity
Module

Photo 2. Slave Sensor Station Trainer Board Setup
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The Slave unit communication and operation are accomplished by 2.4 GHz RF and SPI
protocols along with 24 bit and 64 bit math routine designs. The sensors used in this project are:
(1) LM-34 Precision Fahrenheit temperature sensor14, (2) HM1500LF relative humidity
module15, and (3) MS5801-01BA Altimeter module16. Each sensor station reads the data from the
LM-34 (temperature) and HM1500LF (humidity), followed by the ADC routine, and completed
with a 24 bit math linearized calculation for data recording in an EEPROM. The MS5801-01BA
Altimeter module pressure signal is sent straight to a 64 bit math routine calculation and stored in
the same EEPROM with a different address location followed by the humidity data.
The PIC 16F877A is a 40 pin microcontroller with four I/O ports, SPI interface, and an
integrated A/D converter10. Port A is interfaced to the temperature and humidity sensor. The
sensors are connected to MCU’s AN0 and AN1 of Port A as analog inputs. After the MCU’s ADC
conversion, a 24-bit math routine reports the accurate temperature and humidity in a 24 bit
binary number. The real time data consisting of the date, minute, and second are stored in the
EEPROM for RF communication to the Master depends on which interrupt has occurred through

SPI protocol. Port C is the MCU’s SPI module responsible for the appropriate SPI interfacing.
The SPI is implemented as the bus connections to all the modular devices on the Slave sensor
station where RC3 is the serial data clock, RC4 is the serial data input, and RC5 is the serial data
output. These are the bus connections that apply to all other SPI devices such as RTC (DS1305),
EEPROM (25LC256), RF module (MRF24J40MA), Pressure (MS5801-01BA), and humidity
(HM1500LF) sensor. Port B, RB0 is configured as the interrupt from the RF module and RB7 is
the interrupt for the RTC. The RTC is used to time stamp all data prior to being stored to the
EEPROM. The sensor stations are constructed identically except for the difference in address
assignments. The RF and SPI communication in the Master is the same as the Slaves except Port
B is used for the matrix keypad and LCD interface is made through a 74164 shift register to the
same SPI bus. There is no interrupt (INT) algorithm implemented in the Master station, except
polling on the RF module INT signal. The hardware wiring diagram of the Master and Slave are
presented in Pictures 1 and 2 as follows:

PIC16F877A

A
B

VDD
MCLR#/THV
RAO/ANO
RA1/AN1
RA2/AN2
RA3/AN3
RA4/TOCKI
RA5/AN4
REO/RD#/AN5
RE1/WR#IAN6
RE2/CS#/AN7
OSC1/CLKIN
OSC2/CLKOUT
RCO/T1OSO
RC1/T1OSI
RC2/CCP1
RC3/SCK
RDO/PSPO
RD1/PSP1

PGDIRB7
PGC/RB6
RBS
RB4
PGM/RB3
RB2
RB1
INT/RBO

CLK
CLR

PSP7/RD7
PSP6/RD6
PSP51RD5
PSP41RD4
RX/RC7
TX/RC6
SDO/RC5
SDI/RC4
RD3/PSP3
RD2/PSP2

OA
QB
QC
OD
OE
OF
OG
OH

G D
EYPAD 7
EYPAD 6EYPAD 5EYPAD 4EYPAD 3EYPAD 2EYPAD_C

C

N

DS1305RTC

vss
20MHz Resonator

~

Q23r.-

+5V

+SV

16
BUS NC

OSC1

+SV

+SV

GND

GND

Picture 1. Hardware Schematics of the Mater Station
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The Software Design of Smart Sensor Applications
The software designs are based on previous MRF24J40MA project implementations4.
The RTC is used as an interrupt source for the Slave MCU. A five minute alarm has been
programmed in the RTC set subroutine. Every five minutes the alarm will interrupt/wakeup the
MCU to allow data to be read from the sensors and stored to the EEPROM. This 25LC25613 has
32k bytes memory and 1,000,000 erase cycles. The every 5 minute interrupts recording
algorithm is designed to maximize the use of the EEPROM memory and accommodate its page
boundary limit in addressing of the space. This design can record the remote data up to a week’s

worth of information before it starts overwriting itself. Starting at address 0X0000 it will store
date, hour, minute, second, temperature, humidity, and pressure until it has reached its last
address 0X7FFF. This is a SPI EEPROM follows the same protocol as all other SPI devices on
the same SPI bus. When the Master station requests timed data with its own RTC from the Slave
sensor station, it will respond with associated records stored in its EEPROM and communicate
through the RF modules transmitting and receiving protocols4. The RF module is a 2.4 GHZ
transceiver that allows the microcontrollers to transmit and receive wirelessly in this network.
This module has four different subroutines: (1) RF initialization, (2) RF transmit, (3) RF receive,
and (4) SPI subroutine4. This module is implemented on all three stations (one Master and two
Slave units). Within the RF Initialization subroutine a PANID is programmed. This ID will only
communicate with devices of identical PANIDs. Unlike the PANID, different addresses are also
given to the stations for identification. This allows the Master unit to communicate to a certain
Slave sensor station.
·SV

::: ::: PIC16F877A
VDD
PGOIRB:

RAWANO

PGC/RB6

RA1/AN1

RBS
RB4
PGM/RB3
RB2
RB
!NT/RBO

FM2/AN2
RA3/AN3

RA4/TOCKI
RASIAN4

REO/RD#tANS
RE1/\NR#/AN6
RE2/CS#/AN7
OSC1/CLKIN
OSC2/CLKOUT

SDI__BUS

PSP7IRO:

PSP61R06
PSP5/R05
PSP4/RD4

RXJRC:

RCO/T1DSO
RC1/T10SI

TX/RC6

RC2/CCP1

SDO/RCS
SOVRC4

RC3/SCK

RDOIPSPO

R9

R03/PSP3
RD21PSP:..

RD1/PSP1

RS
GND

vss

GND

20MHz Resonator

~

Q23rOf---OSC,

G D

G D

GND
GND

C

GND

"R,., ~.
~

°'

ESET

GND

sv

sv

·SV

Picture 2. Hardware Schematics of the Slave Sensor Station
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The main program for the Master unit has five menus: (1) a root menu, (2) a clock setting
menu, (3) a current data display menu, (4) a prior data display menu, and (5) a station selection
menu. The root menu displays the current time from the RTC, and requests user input to select
one of the other menus. The clock setting menu allows the clock on the Master to be set with the
Slave unit. After the time and day of week are entered, it validates the 24-hour clock times and
dates. If the answer is yes, it asks for confirmation and the date & time will be set to that value. If
it is not, it responds to the user for re-enter. The station selection menu presents a list of the
current sensor stations to select the current station for data requests to be sent to.
The current data display menu requests the selected station to immediately display the
current conditions. The prior data display menu uses the same time entry format as setting the
clock. It sends this time to the sensor station as the requested data. The sensor station uses this

time to look up prior data in the EEPROM to transmit to the master. In addition, the sensor Slave
unit will not respond if the command byte is not a recognized value.
If the Master RF Module does not receive the hardware auto-acknowledge from the
requested Slave sensor station, the MCU will immediately display a “Communications Failure 1”
message, and wait for user’s input before returning to the main menu. When the autoacknowledge is retrieved, the MCU will start a timer (200 mS for prior data, 500 mS for current
data). If a data packet has not been received after this time out period, the display will indicate
“Communications Failure 2” instead. This allows the user to determine whether the Slave sensor
station is without power or powered but the MCU is not responding properly. Pictures 3 and 4
are the simplified flowchart representation of the software designs for the Master and Slave
sensor stations.
START
1 (Data Menu)

Request Station to
be Queried

Retrieve Data packet
from RF Module via
SPI

Current or Prior
Station Data?

Perform Hex-toASCCII Conversion
for Time,
Temperature,
Humidity, Pressure

Initializes I/O, RF
Module, LCD
Module, Real-Time
Clock
Current

Prior

Data Packet :
Command 0x66,
Current Time

Data Packet :
Command 0x99,
Current Time, Data
Desired Time

Display Main Menu

Display Station
Number, Time,
Temperature,
Humidity, and
Pressure
Yes

Key Check
Routine

Send Data Packet to
RF Module via SPI,
Send Transmit
Command to RF
Module

2 (Clock Menu)
Display Clock Setting
Menu, Record Input
for Time or Date

AutoAcknowledge
Received?
Is the Time /
Date Entered
Valid?
No

Yes

Yes

Reset Time on RTC
Chip, Display New
Time

Response
received within
Time Limit?

No

Retry

Wait 100 mS (Prior
Data) or 500 mS
(Current Data)

No
Retry or Quit?

Quit

Display
Communications
Failure Message
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Picture 3. Master Station Software Design Flowchart

Await User Input
(Any Key)

START

Do Ana log To Digital
Conversion for
Temperature and
Humidity Data

Wake Processor on
Interrupt

Set up 1/0, Initialize
RF Module, Pressure

Use 24 bit Math

Sensor, EEPROM,

Routines to Scale

Real-Time Clock

Temperature/
Humidity Data

Retrieve Current
Time from RTC,
Compare to Current
Time from Data

Packet
Set Real-Time Clock

Send Pressure

Alarm to Next Data
Recording Time

Sensor SPI
Commands to do
ADC, then retrieve
results

RF Interrupt

Is th ere a
difference?

Enter Sleep Mode

Use 64-bit Math

Retrieve Data Packet
from RF Module

0XGG(Current

Yes

Data)

Do Temperature,

Humidity, and

Routines to Sca le
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Pressure AOC and
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Reset local RTC and
next Alarm Time

0X99(Prior

Data)
In valid Packet

No

Yes

Determine EEPROM
Address from

Retrieve Current
Time and Date from

Clock

Request Time from

Data Packet and
Retrieve Data
Determine EEPROM
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Send Data to RF
Module and
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Store Time, Date,
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Picture 4. Slave Sensor Station Software Design Flowchart
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Conclusion and Recommendations
The smart sensor is capable of making decision and interacts with its surroundings and
interprets the sensed physical conditions. Combining with a wireless network makes the sensor
with endless possibilities. The main focus of this demonstration project is to provide the student
a unique learning experience in programming artificial intelligence for use with sensors and the
use of wireless communication.
This demonstration of an EET capstone project uses a 2.4GHz module that has all the
needed hardware except the 3.3V power source. The PIC training system has a plug-in type of
connector and needed power source for this MRF24J40MA to be used easily with only 5 lines of
SPI interface to the MCU. The design is concentrated on the software and makes the changes of
the application very flexible. It is currently implemented with one Master and two Slaves’
communications on monitoring and reporting the temperature, pressure, and humidity in any
location. The intelligence can certainly be added into the software design and more Slaves can be
incorporated if the remote sensing application is needed. Every system is identical in hardware

construction but the unique address and PANID, so the ability to add more sensor stations is
simple and convenient.
Wireless communication has been widely used for decades. The current advancements in
technology have made wireless application more attractive and our daily lives heavily dependent
on it. Also, these technologies make it possible to merge complex circuits into a single integrated
circuit. The application of an embedded system design is aimed at using a simplified version of a
microcomputer, a microcontroller, in a system design with minimal support of external
components. A closer look at the new products available in the market today reveals a growing
trend in the integration of systems. Certainly, there are security issues associated with wireless
communication, but that can be compensated with embedded systems using intensive software
protocols. Both hardware and software provide options in designing security choices to
overcome the concerns. The merging of these systems is the major focus in newly developed
industrial products. The reflection of the current developments in technology, with regard to
computer/electronic technology curricula and project implementations, are crucial to the success
of the program and the enrolled students. Engineering technology focuses on both “hands-on and
minds-on” design work and the practice is to integrate existing technology products into real
world applications. Through the implementation of this project, students have been provided the
opportunities to learn about current technological concepts and to prepare and qualify for those
high-tech jobs for today and the future.
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